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ABSTRACT Single particle tracking in three dimensions in a live cell environment holds the promise of revealing important
new biological insights. However, conventional microscopy-based imaging techniques are not well suited for fast three-
dimensional (3D) tracking of single particles in cells. Previously we developed an imaging modality multifocal plane microscopy
(MUM) to image fast intracellular dynamics in three dimensions in live cells. Here, we introduce an algorithm, the MUM
localization algorithm (MUMLA), to determine the 3D position of a point source that is imaged using MUM. We validate MUMLA
through simulated and experimental data and show that the 3D position of quantum dots can be determined over a wide spatial
range. We demonstrate that MUMLA indeed provides the best possible accuracy with which the 3D position can be determined.
Our analysis shows that MUM overcomes the poor depth discrimination of the conventional microscope, and thereby paves the
way for high accuracy tracking of nanoparticles in a live cell environment. Here, using MUM and MUMLA we report for the first
time the full 3D trajectories of QD-labeled antibody molecules undergoing endocytosis in live cells from the plasma membrane
to the sorting endosome deep inside the cell.

INTRODUCTION

Fluorescence microscopy of live cells represents a major tool

in the study of intracellular trafficking events. However, with

current microscopy techniques only one focal plane can be

imaged at a particular time. Membrane protein dynamics can

be imaged in one focal plane and the significant advances

over recent years in understanding these processes attest to

the power of fluorescence microscopy (1,2). However, cells

are three-dimensional (3D) objects and intracellular traf-

ficking pathways are typically not constrained to one focal

plane. If the dynamics are not constrained to one focal plane,

the currently available technology is inadequate for detailed

studies of fast intracellular dynamics (3–7). For example,

significant advances have been made in the investigation of

events that precede endocytosis at the plasma membrane

(8–10). However, the dynamic events postendocytosis can

typically not be imaged since they occur outside the focal

plane that is set to image the plasma membrane. Classical

approaches based on changing the focal plane are often not

effective in such situations since the focusing devices are

relatively slow in comparison to many of the intracellular

dynamics (11–13). In addition, the focal plane may fre-

quently be at the ‘‘wrong place at the wrong time’’, thereby

missing important aspects of the dynamic events.

Modern microscopy techniques have generated significant

interest in studying the intracellular trafficking pathways at

the single molecule level (5,14). Single molecule experi-

ments overcome averaging effects and therefore provide in-

formation that is not accessible using conventional bulk

studies. However, the 3D tracking of single molecules poses

several challenges. In addition to whether or not images of

the single molecule can be captured while it undergoes po-

tentially highly complex 3D dynamics (15), the question

arises whether or not the 3D location of the single molecule

can be determined and how accurately this can be done.

Several imaging techniques have been proposed to deter-

mine the z position of a single molecule/particle. Approaches

(16,17) that use out-of-focus rings of the 3D point-spread

function (PSF) to infer the z position are not capable of

tracking quantum dots (QDs) (17) and pose several chal-

lenges, especially for live-cell imaging applications, since the

out-of-focus rings can be detected only when the particle is at

certain depths. Moreover, a large number of photons needs to

be collected so that the out-of-focus rings can be detected

above the background, which severely compromises the

temporal resolution. Similar problems are also encountered

with the approach that infers the z position from out-of-focus

images acquired in a conventional fluorescence microscope

(18). Moreover, this approach is applicable only at certain

depths and is problematic, for example, when the point

source is close to the plane of focus (see Fig. 1 c). The
technique based on encoding the 3D position by using a

cylindrical lens (19–21) is limited in its spatial range to 1 mm
in the z direction (20). Moreover, this technique uses epi-

illumination and therefore poses the same problems as con-

ventional epifluorescence microscopy in tracking events that

fall outside one focal plane. The approach based on z-stack
imaging to determine the 3D position of a point source

(11,22) has limitations in terms of the acquisition speed and

the achievable accuracy of the location estimates, and

therefore poses problems for imaging fast and highly com-

plex 3D dynamics. It should be pointed out that the above-

mentioned techniques have not been able to image the
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cellular environment with which the point sources interact.

This is especially important for gaining useful biological

information such as identifying the final destination of the

single molecules. Confocal/two-photon particle tracking ap-

proaches that scan the sample in three dimensions can only

track one or very few particles within the cell and require high

photon emission rates of the bead (23).

One of the key requirements for 3D tracking of single

molecules within a cellular environment is that the molecule

of interest be continuously tracked for extended periods of

time at high spatial and temporal precision. Conventional

fluorophores such as organic dyes and fluorescent proteins

typically have a limited fluorescent on-time (typically 1–10 s)

after which they irreversibly photobleach, thereby severely

limiting the duration over which the tagged molecule can

be tracked. On the other hand, the use of QDs, which are

extremely bright and photostable fluorescent labels when

compared to conventional fluorophores, enables long-term

continuous tracking of single molecules for extended periods

of time (several minutes to even hours). There have been

several reports on single QD tracking within a cellular envi-

ronment, for example on the plasma membrane (e.g., see

(24,25)) or inside the cells (e.g., see (26–28)). All of these re-

ports have focused on QD tracking in two dimensions. How-

ever, the 3D tracking of QDs in cells has been problematic due

to the above-mentioned challenges that relate to imaging fast

3D dynamics with conventional microscopy-based techniques.

The recent past has witnessed rapid progress in the de-

velopment of localization based super-resolution imaging

techniques (29–33). These techniques typically use photo-

activated fluorescent labels and exploit the fact that the lo-

cation of a point source can be determined with a very high

(nanometer) level of accuracy (34,35). This in conjunction

FIGURE 1 Multifocal plane microscopy. (a) The schematic of a multifo-

cal plane microscope that can simultaneously image two distinct planes

within the sample. The figure illustrates the effect of changing the position of

the detector relative to the tube lens, which results in imaging a plane that is

distinct from the plane that is imaged by the detector positioned at the design

location. (b) Simulated images of a point source at different z positions when

imaged through a two-plane MUM setup. Here the z locations are specified
with respect to focal plane 1. When the point source is close to the plane of

focus (jz0j # 250 nm) and is imaged in only one focal plane (i.e., a

conventional microscope), the resulting image profiles show negligible

change in their shape thereby providing very little information about the z

location (see bottom row, focal plane 1). On the other hand, if, in addition,

the point source is simultaneously imaged at a second focal plane that is

distinct from the first one (i.e., two-plane MUM setup), then, for the same

range of z values, the image profiles of the point source acquired in this

second plane show significant change in their shape (top row, focal plane 2).

(c) Accuracy with which the z position of a point source can be determined

for a conventional microscope (�) and for a two-plane MUM setup (), *).

The vertical dotted lines indicate the position of the two focal planes in the

MUM setup. In a conventional microscope, when the point source is close to the

plane of focus (jz0j# 250 nm), there is very high uncertainty in determining

its z position (number of detected photons ¼ 2000). In contrast, in a MUM

setup, the z location can be determined with relatively high accuracy when

the point source is close to the plane of focus. In particular, the accuracy of

the z-position determination remains relatively constant for a range of z0
values (), number of detected photons/plane ¼ 1000). Note that by

collecting more photons from the point source per plane, the accuracy of

the z-position determination can be consistently improved for a range of z0
values (*, number of detected photons/plane ¼ 2000). In all the plots, the

numerical aperture of the objective lens is set to 1.45; the wavelength is set to

655 nm, the pixel array size is set to 113 11; the pixel size is set to 16 mm3
16 mm; the X-Y location coordinates of the point source are assumed to

coincide with the center of the pixel array; the exposure time is set to 0.2 s or

0.4 s; and the standard deviation of the readout noise is set to 6 e�/pixel. For
the conventional microscope (MUM setup), the photon detection rate,

background and magnification are set to 10,000 photon/s (5000 photons/s

per plane), 800 photons/pixel/s (400 photons/pixel/s per plane), andM¼ 100

(M1 ¼ 100, M2 ¼ 97.9), respectively.
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with the working assumption that, during photoactivation,

sparsely distributed (i.e., spatially well separated) labels get

turned on, enabling the retrieval of nanoscale positional and

distance information of the point sourceswell belowRayleigh’s

resolution limit.

Originally demonstrated in two-dimensional (2D) fixed

cell samples, these techniques have also been extended to 3D

imaging of noncellular/fixed-cell samples (21,36,37), and

more recently to tracking of single molecules in two di-

mensions in live cells (38–40). However, single molecules

were tracked only for a short period of time because of the use

of conventional fluorophores, which are susceptible to rapid

photobleaching. Moreover, live-cell imaging was carried out

using conventional microscopy-based imaging approaches,

which pose problems for 3D tracking in terms of imaging

events that fall outside the plane of focus. Thus, these tech-

niques do not support the long-term, continuous (time-lapse)

3D imaging of fluorophores, which limits their applicability

to 3D tracking in live cells.

We have developed an imaging modality, multifocal plane

microscopy (MUM), to allow for 3D subcellular tracking

within a live cell environment (41,42). In MUM, the sample

is simultaneously imaged at distinct focal planes. This is

achieved by placing detectors at specific distances in the

microscope’s emission-light path (see Fig. 1 a). The sample

can be concurrently illuminated in epi-fluorescence mode

and in total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) mode. In

MUM, the temporal resolution is determined by the frame

rate of the camera that images the corresponding focal plane,

which does not produce a realistic limitation, given current

camera technology. We had used MUM to study the exocytic

pathway of immunoglobulin G molecules from the sorting

endosome to exocytosis on the plasma membrane (42) as

mediated by the Fc receptor FcRn (43). Our prior results

addressed the problem of providing qualitative data, i.e., the

imaging of the dynamic events at different focal planes

within a cell. However, the question of the tracking of the

single molecules/particles remained open, i.e., the estimation

of the 3D coordinates of the point source at each point in time.

A major obstacle to high accuracy 3D location estimation is

the poor depth discrimination of a conventional microscope.

This means that the z position, i.e., the position of the point

source along the optical axis, is difficult to determine and this

is particularly the case when the point source is close to being

in focus (Fig. 1 c). Aside from this, the question concerning the

accuracy with which the 3D location of the point source can be

determined is of fundamental importance. The latter is espe-

cially relevant in live-cell imaging applications where the

signal/noise ratio is typically very poor.

Here we present a methodology for the determination of

the 3D coordinates of single fluorescent point sources imaged

using MUM in live cells. We exploit the specifics of MUM

acquisition in that for each point in time more than one image

of the point source is available, each at a different focal level.

We show that by appropriately exploiting this data structure,

estimates can be obtained that are significantly more accurate

than could be obtained by classical approaches, especially

when the point source is near the focus in one of the focal

planes. Moreover, we show with simulations and experimental

data that the proposedMUM localization algorithm (MUMLA)

is applicable over a wide spatial range (;2.5 mm depth) and

produces estimates whose standard deviations are very close to

the theoretically best possible level. Our analysis shows that

MUM overcomes the poor depth discrimination of the con-

ventional microscope, and thereby paves the way for high ac-

curacy tracking of nanoparticles in a live cell environment.

It should be pointed out that MUM supports multicolor

imaging. This has enabled us to image QDs in three dimen-

sions and also to image, at the same time, the cellular envi-

ronment with which the QD-labeled molecules interact. The

latter was realized by labeling the cellular structures with

spectrally distinct fluorescent fusion proteins. As will be

shown here, this has allowed us to track the fate ofQD-labeled

antibody molecules from endocytosis at the plasma mem-

brane to its delivery into the sorting endosome inside the cell.

THEORY

Quantifying the depth discrimination capability

The depth discrimination capability of an optical microscope is

characterized by how accurately the z position (i.e., depth) of a
microscopic object can be determined from its image. To

quantify this property, we adopt a stochastic framework and

model the data acquired in an optical microscope as a spatio-

temporal random process (44). The task of determining the 3D

location of the object of interest is a parameter estimation

problem, where an unbiased estimator is used to obtain an

estimate of the 3D location. The performance of this estimator

is given by the standard deviation of the location estimates

assuming repeated experiments. According to the Cramer-Rao

inequality (45,46), the (co)variance of any unbiased estimator

û of an unknown parameter u is always greater than or equal to
the inverse Fisher information matrix, i.e.,

CovðûÞ$ I�1ðuÞ: (1)

By definition, the Fisher information matrix provides a

quantitative measure of the total information contained in the

acquired data about the unknown parameter u and is inde-

pendent of how u is estimated. Because the performance of an

estimator is given in terms of its standard deviation, the above

inequality implies that the square root (of the corresponding

leading diagonal entry) of the inverse Fisher information

matrix provides a lower bound to the performance of any

unbiased estimator of u. For the 3D location estimation

problem carried out here, we define the 3D localization

measure as the square root of the leading diagonal entry of the

inverse Fisher information matrix corresponding to the z
position.
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Fisher information matrix for a
conventional microscope

In this section, we provide expressions of the Fisher infor-

mation matrix corresponding to the 3D location estimation

problem for a conventional microscope. Here, the unknown

parameter is set to u ¼ (x0, y0, z0) and the data consists of

images acquired from a plane that is in focus with respect to

the objective lens. First, we consider the best case imaging

scenario, where the acquired data is not deteriorated by fac-

tors such as pixelation of the detector and extraneous noise

sources. Here the data is assumed to consist of time points of

the detected photons and the spatial coordinates at which the

photons impact the detector. The analytical expression of the

Fisher information matrix for the 3D location estimation

problem is given by (44,47)

IðuÞ ¼ diag

Z t

0

Z
R
2

Z
LðtÞ

qz0ðx; yÞ
@qz0ðx; yÞ

@x

� �2

dxdydt

"
Z t

0

Z
R
2

Z
LðtÞ

qz0ðx; yÞ
@qz0ðx; yÞ

@y

� �2

dxdydt

Z t

0

Z
R
2

Z
LðtÞ

qz0ðx; yÞ
@qz0ðx; yÞ

@z0

� �2

dxdydt

#
; (2)

where u¼ (x0, y0, z0)2Q denotes the 3D location, t denotes the
exposure time, and L and qz0 denote the photon detection rate

and the image function of the object, respectively. An image

function qz0 describes the image of an object at unit magnifi-

cation that is located at (0, 0, z0) in the object space (44). The

derivation of the above expression assumes that the photon

detection rate L is independent of the 3D location, the image

function qz0 is laterally symmetric for every z0 2 R; i.e.,

qz0ðx; yÞ ¼ qz0ð�x; yÞ ¼ qz0ðx � yÞ; ðx; yÞ2 R2; z0 2 R; and
the partial derivative of qz0 with respect to z0 is laterally

symmetric, i.e., @qz0ðx; yÞ=@z0 ¼ @qz0ð�x; yÞ=@z0 ¼
@qz0ðx;�yÞ=@z0; ðx; yÞ 2 R2; z0 2 R: It should be pointed

out that the above assumptions are typically satisfied for most

3D PSF models (48).

We next consider practical imaging conditions, where the

acquired data consists of the number of photons detected at each

pixel and is corrupted by extraneous noise sources. In many

practical situations, in addition to estimating x0, y0, and z0, other

parameters such as the photon detection rate and a are also es-

timated from the acquired data (for example, see section on

MUMLA inMethods). Hence, in this context, we consider u to

be a general vector parameter. The data ismodeled as a sequence

of independent random variables fI u;1; . . . ; I u;Np
g; where Np

denotes the total number of pixels in the image and Iu;k :¼
Su;k1Bk1Wk; k¼ 1,. . .,Np. The quantity Su,k (Bk) is a Poisson
random variable with mean mu(k, t) (b(k, t)) that models the

detected photons from the object of interest (background) at the

kth pixel; k¼ 1,. . .,Np, t denotes the exposure time; andWk is an

independent Gaussian random variable with mean hk and

standard deviation sw,k that models the readout noise of the

detector at the kth pixel, k¼ 1,. . .,Np. The analytical expression

of the Fisher information matrix for a pixelated detector in the

presence of extraneous noise sources is given by (34,44)

where u 2Q, nu(k, t)¼ mu(k, t)1 b(k, t) for k¼ 1,. . .,Np, and

u 2 Q. Please see Appendix for details regarding the ana-

lytical expressions of mu and its partial derivatives.

Fisher information matrix for a MUM setup

In a MUM setup, images of several distinct focal planes can be

simultaneously acquired from the specimen. Each of the ac-

quired images can be assumed to be statistically independent. If

N distinct images are simultaneously acquired, the analytical

expression of the Fisher information matrix corresponding to a

general parameter estimation problem for a MUM setup is

given by (also see (49))

ItotðuÞ ¼ Iplane1ðuÞ1 � � � 1 IplaneNðuÞ; u 2 Q; (4)

where IplanekðuÞ; k ¼ 1,. . .,N, denotes the Fisher information

matrix pertaining to the data acquired from the kth plane and
the expression for IplanekðuÞ is analogous to that given for a

conventional microscope. In this work, the 3D location

estimation for QDs is carried out by simultaneously imaging

two distinct planes within the specimen. For this configura-

tion, Eq. 4 becomes Itot(u)¼ Iplane1ðuÞ1 Iplane2ðuÞ; u2Q. For

the best case imaging scenario, the general expression for

Iplane1ðuÞ and Iplane2ðuÞ is analogous to that given in Eq. 2,

except that L(t), t $ t0 will denote the photon detection rate
per focal plane and in the expression for Iplane2ðuÞ; z0 will be
replaced by z0 – dzf, where dzf denotes the focal plane

spacing.

IðuÞ ¼ +
Np

k¼1

@muðk; tÞ
@u

� �T
@muðk; tÞ

@u
3

Z
R

+
N

l¼1

½nuðk; tÞ�l�1
e
�nuðk;tÞ

ðl� 1Þ! � 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
sw;k

e
�1
2

z�l�hk
sw;k

� �2
0
@

1
A

2

1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
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+
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l¼0
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e
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0
BBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCA
; (3)
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For practical imaging conditions (i.e., in the presence of

pixelation and noise sources), the general expression for

Iplane1ðuÞ and Iplane2ðuÞ is analogous to that of Eq. 3 and is

given by

where n
j
uðk; tÞ :¼ m

j
uðk; tÞ1bjðk; tÞ; k ¼ 1; . . . ;Nj; u 2 Q;

t$ t0; and j ¼ 1, 2. Here, [t0,t] denotes the exposure time

interval,Nj denotes the number of pixels in the image acquired

at the jth focal plane, m
j
uðk; tÞ and bj(k, t) denote the mean

photon count from the object of interest and the background

component, respectively, at the kth pixel in the image of

the jth focal plane, and h
j
k and s

j
w;k denote the mean and

standard deviation of the readout noise, respectively, at the kth

pixel in the image of the jth focal plane, for k¼ 1,. . .,Nj and j¼
1, 2. Please see Appendix for the analytical expressions ofm

j
u;

j ¼ 1, 2 and its partial derivatives for the calculation of the

Fisher information matrix for the two-plane MUM setup.

METHODS

MUM localization algorithm (MUMLA)

All data processing was carried out in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick,

MA) and viewed using the Microscopy Image Analysis Tool (MIATool)

software package (50). The 3D location of a QD was determined by fitting a

pair of 3D PSFs to the data that was simultaneously acquired at the two

distinct focal planes within the cell sample. From each focal plane image, a

small region of interest (ROI) containing the QD image was selected. The

pixel values in the acquired image correspond to digital units. Before curve

fitting, the pixel values were converted to photon counts by subtracting the

constant offset from each pixel value and then multiplying it by the con-

version factor. The constant offset and the conversion factor were taken from

the specification sheet provided by the camera manufacturer.

The intensity distributions of the ROIs in the two focal planes are modeled

by image profiles v1u and v2u given by v1u(k, t) ¼ m1
u(k, t) 1 B1,k, v

2
u(l, t) ¼ m2

u

(l, t) 1 B2,l, where

Ck (Cl) denotes the region on the detector plane occupied by the k
th (lth) pixel,

and k ¼ 1; . . . ;N1; l ¼ 1,. . .,N2, and N1 and N2 denote the total number of

pixels in the ROIs selected from plane 1 and plane 2, respectively.

In the above expressions z0 denotes the axial location of the point source;
(x01, y01) and (x02, y02) denote the lateral (X-Y) location of the point source

corresponding to focal plane 1 and focal plane 2, respectively; A denotes the

photon detection rate for focal plane 1; t denotes the exposure time; c is a

constant; dzf denotes the distance between the two focal planes in the object

space; c is a constant; a ¼ 2pna/l; na denotes the numerical aperture of the

objective lens; l denotes the wavelength of the detected photons;M1 andM2

denote the lateral magnification corresponding to focal plane 1 and focal

plane 2, respectively, fB1;1; . . . ;B1;N1
g and fB2;1; . . . ;B2;N2

g denote the

background photon counts at each pixel in the ROIs of images from focal

plane 1 and focal plane 2, respectively; and u ¼ (x01, y01, x02, y02, z0, a, A).

The constant c specifies the fraction of the expected number of photons

detected at focal plane 2, relative to focal plane 1. In our emission setup, the

QD fluorescence signal that is collected by the objective lens is split into two

paths by a 50:50 beam splitter. Further, the two focal plane images in the QD

channel are imaged by two identical cameras operated at the same frame rate.

Hence, we assume the expected number of photons detected from the QD to

be the same in each focal plane image. Therefore, in all our calculations we

set c¼ 1 (if a 30:70 beamsplitter is used and supposing focal plane 1 gets the

30% component, then c would be set to 2.33). The above expressions of m1
u

and m2
u make use of the Born and Wolf model of the 3D PSF (48) for which

the phase aberration term Wz0 is given by Wz0 ðrÞ :¼ ðpn2az0=lnoilÞr2; r 2
[0, 1], where noil denotes the refractive index of the immersion medium.

The focal plane spacing dzf was determined by conducting a bead imaging

experiment as described in Prabhat et al. (41). In all of our MUM imaging

experiments, one of the cameras was positioned at the design location, i.e., at

the focal plane of the tube lens and the other camera was positioned at a

nondesign location. Here, Eq. 6 (Eq. 7) is used to model the point-source

image acquired by the camera at the design (nondesign) position. The

magnificationM1 is set to be equal to the magnification of the objective lens

and M2 is determined in the following manner: An experiment was carried

out where z-stack images of 100-nm tetraspeck fluorescent beads (Invitrogen,

Carlsbad, CA) were acquired in a two-planeMUM setup. The in-focus image

for each focal plane was chosen and the X-Y location of the beads was de-

termined by fitting an Airy profile to the bead image. Then the distance

between two arbitrarily chosen beads was calculated in each in-focus image

and the ratio of the distances was then computed. The distance calculation

IplanejðuÞ ¼ +
Nj
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; (5)
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Z �����
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�
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�����
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was repeated for several bead pairs and the average of the ratio of the dis-

tances provided the ratio of the magnifications of the two focal planes. Using

this, M1 and M2 were then determined.

For imaging data acquired from the stationary QD sample, the following

protocol was used to estimate the z location: For each ROI, the background

photon count was assumed to be constant for all pixels (i.e., B1;1 ¼ B1;2 ¼
. . . ¼ B1;N1

and B2;1 ¼ B2;2 ¼ . . . ¼ B2;N2
) and was estimated by taking the

mean of the photon count from the four corner pixels of that ROI. The X-Y

location coordinates (x01, y01) and (x02, y02) along with z0, a, and Awere then

determined by a global estimation procedure, which was implemented

through the MATLAB optimization toolbox (lsqnonlin method). The esti-

mation algorithm uses an iterative procedure to determine the unknown

parameters by minimizing the error function, which returns the difference

(i.e., error) between the model and the data at each iterate.

In the live-cell imaging data, the background significantly fluctuated

across the ROI. Hence, the background photon counts fB1;1; . . . ;B1;N1
g and

fB2;1; . . . ;B2;N1
g were estimated in the following manner: For each of the

ROIs, a row (column) background template was constructed by fitting a

straight line to the first and last pixel in each row (column) of that ROI. Then

a mean background template was calculated by taking the (elementwise)

average of the row and column background template, and this was used to

determine the background pixel count for each pixel.

The X-Y location coordinates (x01, y01) and (x02, y02) were determined by

independently fitting 2D Airy profiles to the ROIs by using estimation al-

gorithms of the MATLAB optimization toolbox (lsqnonlin method). Here,

the background photon count for each pixel was fixed and a and A were

estimated alongwith theX-Y location coordinates. In some cases, curve fitting

of the 2DAiry profile was feasible in only one of the ROIs. For example, such

a scenario arises when the QD-Immunoglobulin G (IgG) molecule is on the

membrane plane. Here, a strong signal can be seen in the image acquired from

the membrane plane. However, the image from the top plane will appear to

have little or no signal from the QD-IgG molecule, as it is out of focus with

respect to that plane, resulting in an almost flat image profile. In such cases,

one pair of theX-Y location coordinates is estimated through curve fitting. The

estimated location coordinates are then mapped to the other focal plane to

obtain an estimate of the other pair of X-Y location coordinates.

The z position of the point source was then estimated by simultaneously

fitting both ROIs to 3D PSF profiles (Eqs. 6 and 7) using a global estimation

procedure, which was implemented through the MATLAB optimization

toolbox (lsqnonlin method). Here, the X-Y location coordinates (x01, y01) and

(x02, y02), and the background photon counts were fixed, while a and A were

estimated along with z0.

Both of the above described estimation procedures were tested on simu-

lated data and the accuracy of the estimates was consistently close to the

theoretically predicted accuracies for a range of z values. Here, we report the
results of z-location determination from simulated data using the procedure

described for the analysis of live-cell imaging data. As seen later in Figs. 5 c

and 6 c, the 3D trajectorieswere generated by plotting the estimates of x01, y01,

and z0. The trajectories do not include periods when the QD is blinking since

the 3D location of the QD is not known. In Figs. 5 c and 6 c (later) and

Supplementary Material Figs. S3 and S4 in Data S1, the z0 coordinates are

shifted such that the smallest estimated value of z0 for that dataset is displayed
as zero.

The diffusion coefficient of the QD-IgG molecule when on the plasma

membrane was calculated from the mean-squared displacement (MSD)

versus time lag curve. We consider a simple diffusion model in which the

relation between the MSD and time-lag (t) is given by MSD(t)¼ 4Dt, where

D denotes the diffusion coefficient (51). We use the standard approach in

which a straight-line equation is fitted to the MSD versus time-lag plot and

the diffusion coefficient is calculated from the slope of the fitted line (51).

Sample preparation

The human microvasculature endothelial cell line HMEC1.CDC (52), gen-

erously provided by F. Candal of the Centers for Disease Control (Atlanta,

GA), was used for all experiments. Plasmids to express wild-type human

FcRn tagged at the N-terminus with ecliptic pHluorin (pHluorin-FcRn),

mutated human FcRn tagged at the C-terminus with mRFP or at the N-ter-

minus with eGFP (FcRn_mut-mRFP or GFP-FcRn_mut), and human b2

microglobulin (hb2m) have been described previously (42,53), with the

exception of GFP-FcRn_mut. GFP-FcRn_mut was engineered by inserting

previously described mutations (54) into a wild-type human FcRn construct

(GFP-FcRn) containing an in-frame N-terminal eGFP gene. GFP-FcRn was

generated using an approach analogous to that described for the production

of the pHluorin-FcRn expression plasmid (42). Quantum dot (QD) 655

coated with streptavidin and Alexa Fluor 555-labeled transferrin were pur-

chased from Invitrogen. QD-IgG complexes were prepared as described

previously (42).

HMEC1.CDC cells were transiently transfected with combinations of the

above protein expression plasmids using Nucleofector technology (Amaxa

Systems, Cologne, Germany) and were plated on either glass coverslips

(Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) or on MatTek dishes (MatTek, Ashland,

MA). The cells were maintained in phenol red-free HAMS F12-K medium.

For experimental verification of the MUM localization algorithm, two dif-

ferent stationary QD samples were prepared. Stationary QD sample 1 was

prepared by pulsing FcRn-transfected HMEC cells with QD-IgG complexes

(11 nM with respect to IgG) for 30 min at 37�C in a 5% CO2 incubator and

thenwashed, fixed, andmounted onmicroscope slides. StationaryQD sample

2was prepared by incubating 200mLof phosphate-buffered saline containing

QDs (10 pMconcentration) on aMatTekdish (MatTek). For live-cell imaging

experiments, cells were incubated in medium (pH 7.2) containing QD-IgG

complexes (11 nM with respect to IgG) and Alexa Fluor 555-labeled Trans-

ferrin (130 nM) in MatTek dishes and were subsequently imaged at 37�C.

MUM setup

MUM can be implemented in any standard optical microscope (41,42). Here,

we provide the details of the implementation that was carried out on Zeiss

microscopes (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany). Two different multifocal plane

imaging configurations were used. The first configuration supports simulta-

neous imaging of two distinct planes within the specimen. A Zeiss dual video

adaptor (Cat. No. 1058640000) was attached to the bottom port of a Zeiss

Axiovert S100 microscope and two electron multiplying charge-coupled de-

vice (CCD) cameras (iXon DV887, Andor Technologies, SouthWindsor, CT)

were used. Here, one of the cameras was attached to the video adaptor through

a standard Zeiss camera-coupling adaptor (Cat. No. 4561059901). The other

camera was attached to the video adaptor by using C-mount/spacer rings

(Edmund Industrial Optics, Barrington, NJ) and a custom-machined camera-

coupling adaptor that is similar to a standard Zeiss camera-coupling adaptor

but of shorter length.

The second configuration supports simultaneous imaging of up to four

distinct planes within the specimen. Here, a Zeiss video adaptor was first at-

tached to the side port of a Zeiss Axiovert 200 microscope. Two Zeiss video

adaptors were then concatenated by attaching each of them to the output ports

of the first Zeiss video adaptor. Four high resolution CCD cameras (two

ORCA-ER models and two C8484-05 models, Hamamatsu, Bridgewater, NJ)

were attached to the output ports of the concatenated video adaptors by using

C-mount/spacer rings and custom-machined camera coupling adaptors. To

image more than four planes, the procedure described above can be repeated

by concatenating additional video adaptors.

IMAGING EXPERIMENTS

Stationary QD sample imaging

Two types of stationary QD samples were imaged. Imaging

of stationary QD sample 1 was carried out on a Zeiss Axiovert

S100 microscope that supports simultaneous imaging of two

distinct planes within the specimen (see Fig. S1 in Data S1 for
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additional details). The QD sample was illuminated in epi-

fluorescence mode with a 488-nm laser line (Reliant 150M,

Laser Physics, Salt Lake City, UT) and a 1003, 1.45 NA

a-plan Fluar Zeiss objective lens was used. The fluorescence
signal from the QDs were simultaneously acquired in two

electron-multiplying CCD cameras (iXon DV887, Andor

Technologies) which were synchronized through an external

trigger pulse and were operated in conventional gain mode.

The cameras were positioned such that the focal planes that

they imaged inside the cell were 300-nm apart.

Images of stationary QD sample 2 were acquired using a

Zeiss Axiovert 200 microscope that was modified to simul-

taneously image up to four distinct planeswithin the specimen

(although only two planes were used in the current experi-

ment). The QD sample was illuminated in epifluorescence

mode with a 543-nm laser line (Research Electro Optics,

Boulder, CO). A 633, 1.2 NAC-Apochromat Zeiss objective

was used. The fluorescence signal from the QDs were simul-

taneously acquired in two electron multiplying CCD cameras

(iXon DV887, Andor Technologies), which were synchro-

nized through an external trigger pulse and were operated in

conventional gain mode. The cameras were positioned such

that the focal planes that they imaged were 1200-nm apart.

Live-cell imaging

Images of live cells were acquired using a Zeiss Axiovert 200

microscope that was modified to simultaneously image up to

four distinct planes within the specimen. The cell sample was

concurrently illuminated in epifluorescencemodewith a543-nm

laser line (Research Electro Optics) and in TIRF mode with a

488-nm laser line (Reliant 150M, Laser Physics). A 1003,

1.45 NA a-plan Fluar Zeiss objective lens was used. Both

laser lines continuously illuminated the sample throughout

the duration of the experiment. Four high-resolution CCD

cameras (two C8484-05 models and two ORCA-ER models,

Hamamatsu) were used to capture the data. The cell was simul-

taneously imaged in two planes, i.e., themembrane plane and a

plane that is 500 nm above the membrane plane and inside the

cell. In the membrane plane, the fluorescence signal from

pHluorin-labeled FcRn and QD-labeled IgG were captured in

two separate cameras. In the top plane, the signal frommRFP-

labeled FcRn and Alexa 555-labeled transferrin were cap-

tured in the third camera and the signal from QD-labeled IgG

was captured in the fourth camera. (Please seeFig. S2 inDataS1

for additional details regarding the camera exposure times and

the various filters used in the emission light path.)

RESULTS

Estimating 3D position using MUMLA

MUM was developed for 3D tracking of subcellular objects

in live cells (41,42). To use MUM for 3D single molecule/

particle tracking applications, it is necessary to be able to

determine the 3D position of the particle at each point in time.

For this, we have developed the MUM localization algorithm

(MUMLA). For a two-plane MUM setup, MUMLA is based

on the following approach: for each pair of point source

images I1 and I2 acquired in the two MUM planes, the 3D

point-spread functions PSF1 and PSF2 (Eqs. 6 and 7) are

simultaneously fitted to obtain the point source position that

best matches the acquired data (see Methods for details). The

fact that the algorithm can rely on information not only from

one defocus level but also from two provides significant

additional constraints to the estimation problem that result in

an improved performance.

We tested MUMLA through Monte Carlo simulations as

well as experimental data. For simulations, images of a

point source were generated for a two-plane MUM setup for

different values of z0 assuming practical imaging conditions

(see Table 1 for details). Fig. 2 a shows the results of the

MUMLA estimates for the simulated data. From the figure,

we see that the algorithm correctly estimates the z position
of the point source for a range of z0 values (0–500 nm).

Table 1 lists the true value of z0 along with the mean and

standard deviation of the z0 estimates from simulated data.

Note that even for very small z0 values (e.g., z0 ¼ 0 nm), the

z position can be determined. In the simulated data, the

average photon count of the point source in each focal plane

was set to 1000 photons. For this imaging condition,

TABLE 1 Verification of the improved depth discrimination

capability of MUM

True value of z0
[nm]

Mean value of z0
estimates [nm]

SD of z0
estimates [nm]

3D localization

measure of z0 [nm]

0 �3.74 24.67 26.23

50 45.40 25.49 24.58

100 98.70 22.43 23.19

150 152.52 25.22 22.14

200 195.45 20.87 21.48

250 247.39 22.98 21.24

300 299.72 22.27 21.45

350 351.81 23.82 22.10

400 405.33 24.41 23.16

450 457.11 28.49 24.58

500 506.80 29.79 26.30

The table lists the mean and standard deviation (SD) of the z-location

estimates from simulated data along with the 3D localization measure of z0.
MUM images were simulated by generating a pair of noise-free pixelated

images described by Eqs. 6 and 7 and then adding Poisson and Gaussian

noise to the images. The following are the numerical values used for data

simulation and 3D localization measure calculations: The photon detection

rate for each plane is set to A ¼ 5000 photons/s; the exposure time is set to

t ¼ 0.2 s (with t0 ¼ 0); the magnifications are set to M1 ¼ 100 and M2 ¼
97.9; the background photon counts are assumed to be the same for all pixels

and set to 400 photons/pixel/s in both images; the numerical aperture is set to

na ¼ 1.45; the wavelength of the detected photons is set to l ¼ 655 nm; the

pixel size is set to 16 mm3 16 mm; the pixel array size is set to 113 11; the

distance between the two focal planes is set to 500 nm; and the standard

deviation of the readout noise is set to 6 e�/pixel in both images. For each

value of z0, the mean and standard deviation is calculated based on the

estimates of the z location from 70 simulated MUM images.
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MUMLA recovered the z position of the point source with

an accuracy (standard deviation) of 20–30 nm for z0 values
in the range of 0–500 nm.

The experimental data was acquired by imaging stationary

QD samples. To obtain images of QDswith different z0 values,
the objective lens was moved with a piezo-nanopositioner (PI-

USA, Auburn, MA) in either 50-nm steps (stationary QD

sample1) or 200-nmsteps (stationaryQDsample2) and at each

piezo position several images of the two focal planes were si-

multaneously captured. The z position of the QD was then

determined by using MUMLA. Because of stage drift prob-

lems, two different step sizes were used to obtain images of the

QD over different spatial ranges. In particular, the 50-nm step

size was used to obtain images over a spatial range of 300 nm

and the 200-nm step size was used to obtain images over a

spatial range of 2.4 mm.

Fig. 2 b shows the plot of the z location estimates for a QD

over a small range of z0 values (z0 ¼ �27 nm to 290 nm)

illustrating the 50-nm stepwise movement of the piezo-

nanopositioner. Here, the difference between the successive

defocus steps are 43.1 nm, 55.8 nm, 55.2 nm, 60.6 nm, 53 nm,

and 50.3 nm,which is in reasonable agreement with the 50 nm

step size of the piezo-nanopositioner (see Table 2). Table 2

lists the mean and standard deviation of the z position esti-

mates for one of the QDs. Table 2 also lists the step level,

which is the difference between the average z position esti-

mates between the two successive piezo positions. Here, an

average of 4000 photons were acquired from the QD at each

focal plane and we see that the z position of the QD was de-

termined with an accuracy of 13–15 nm.

Fig. 2, a and b, shows that MUMLA can recover the

z-position values in the range of 0–500 nm. To verify the

validity of MUMLA at depths beyond 500 nm, stationary QD

sample 2 was imaged (see Methods). A QD was arbitrarily

chosen from the acquired data and its z position at each focus

FIGURE 2 Verification of MUMLA. (a) Results of z-position estimates

from simulated data for a QD label. Two-plane MUM images were

simulated for different z-position values, where the plane spacing between

the two focal planes in the object space was assumed to be 500 nm. The z

position from the simulated data was obtained using MUMLA. The plot

shows the estimates of z position (�) at each value of z0 along with the true

value of z0 (—). (b and c) Results of z-position estimates of two QD labels

from experimental data. For panel b, a cell sample (stationary QD sample 1)

that was pulsed with QD labeled IgG molecules and fixed was imaged in a

two-plane MUM setup (focal plane spacing in object space ¼ 300 nm). The

objective was moved in 50-nm steps with a piezo-nanopositioner and at each

piezo position several images of the specimen was acquired. The z position

of an arbitrarily chosen QD was determined using MUMLA. The plot shows

the estimates of z position (�) for one of the QDs at various piezo positions

along with the mean value of the z-position estimates for each piezo position

(—). For panel c, sparsely dispersed QDs on a cover glass (stationary QD

sample 2) were imaged in a two-plane MUM setup (focal plane spacing in

object space ¼ 1.2 mm). The objective was moved in 200-nm steps with a

piezo-nanopositioner and at each piezo position several images of the

specimen were acquired. The z position of an arbitrarily chosen QD was

determined using MUMLA in combination with the calibration plot (see

Results for details). The plot shows the estimates of z position (�) for one
of the QDs at various piezo positions along with the mean value of the

z-position estimates for each piezo position (—).
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level was estimated using MUMLA. A calibration plot was

generated that relates the focus level of the objective lens to

the QD z position. Then images of another QDmolecule were

analyzed throughMUMLA and using the calibration graph as

reference, the focus levels were recovered. Fig. 2 c shows the
results of the recovered z0 coordinate estimates for one such

QD illustrating the 200-nm stepwise movement of the piezo-

nanopositioner (see Table 3). From the figure we see that

MUMLA correctly recovers the piezo step sizes over a spatial

range of 2.4 mm. Note that this approach not only works at

large depths but also at depths when the QD is close to z0¼ 0.

In this experiment, z position estimation beyond 2.4 mm was

not feasible, since in one direction the limitation was due to

insufficient number of photons above the background in the

acquired data while in the other direction the limitation was

due to the lack of symmetry of the 3D PSF profile about the

focal plane. Table 3 lists the mean and standard deviation of

the z position estimates for one such QD. This table also lists

the recovered piezo step size, which is in reasonable agree-

ment to the 200-nm step size. Note here that the accuracy of the

z position estimatesvaries from12 to60nm.This largevariation

in the accuracy can be attributed in part to the wide spatial

range over which the z positions were being determined.

It shouldbe pointedout that inTables 2 and3, thediscrepancy

between the calculated step size and the actual step size can in

part be attributed to the positioning accuracy of the piezo,which,

according to the manufacturer, is in the range of610–20 nm.

MUMLA and z-localization accuracy

In the previous section, we showed that MUMLA correctly

recovers the piezo position from the QD images for a wide

spatial range. A common question that arises when designing

estimation algorithms is what is the best possible accuracy

with which the unknown parameter of interest can be deter-

mined and more importantly, whether a given algorithm can

attain this accuracy. To address this issue in the context of

MUMLA, we have carried out a rigorous statistical analysis,

the details of which are given in the Theory section (see

above). Our approach is to quantify the total information

contained in the acquired data about the z position of the point
source. This quantification is done by calculating the Fisher

information matrix for the underlying estimation problem of

determining the z position of the point source. We then make

use of a well-known result in statistical estimation theory

called the Cramer-Rao inequality (45) which, when applied

to our problem, implies that the accuracy (i.e., standard de-

viation) of the z-position estimates obtained using any rea-

sonable estimation algorithm is bounded from below by the

square root of the inverse Fisher information matrix. Stated

otherwise, the square root of the inverse Fisher information

matrix provides the best possible accuracy with which the

z position of the point source can be determined for a given

dataset. It should be pointed out that the Fisher information

matrix is independent of how the unknown parameter (i.e.,

the z position) is estimated and only depends on the statistical

description of the acquired data. Hence, we define the square

root of the inverse Fisher information matrix corresponding

to the z-position estimation problem as the 3D localization

measure of z0.
To verifywhetherMUMLA indeed attains the best possible

accuracy, we have calculated the 3D localization measure of

z0 for the simulated and the experimental datasets and the

results of our calculations are listed in Tables 1–3. From the

TABLE 2 Experimental verification of MUMLA

Focus

level

Mean value of

z0 estimates

[nm]

SD of z0
estimates

[nm]

3D localization

measure of

z0 [nm]

Step size

leveln–leveln�1

[nm]

1 �27.2 12.70 13.42 —

2 15.9 16.90 14.11 43.1

3 71.7 17.68 14.40 55.8

4 126.9 11.10 14.42 55.2

5 187.5 16.04 15.16 60.6

6 240.5 20.40 15.04 53.0

7 290.8 16.64 14.91 50.3

The table lists the mean, standard deviation (SD), and the 3D localization

measure for the z0 coordinate of a QD-IgG molecule that was imaged with a

two-plane MUM setup. The table also lists the step level, which is calculated

by taking the difference between the average z-position estimates for succes-

sive focus levels. The experimental data was acquired by imaging stationary

QD sample 1 (fixed cell sample). To obtain images of the QD with different z

positions, the objective lens was moved with a piezo-nanopositioner in 50-nm

steps and at each piezo position several images of the two focal planes were

simultaneously captured. The images of the QD acquired at the two different

planes were then analyzed using MUMLA.

TABLE 3 Experimental verification of MUMLA for a large

spatial range

Focus

level

Mean value of

z0 estimates

[nm]

SD of z0
estimates

[nm]

3D localization

measure of

z0 [nm]

Step size

leveln–leveln�1

[nm]

1 �1154.6 12.31 17.42 —

2 �957.7 43.56 19.57 201.9

3 �716.4 42.87 21.88 236.3

4 �548.6 60.89 27.30 257.8

5 �245.3 23.38 22.93 213.4

6 �60.5 28.68 21.75 184.7

7 155.7 27.96 20.74 216.6

8 390.6 26.91 19.24 234.9

9 638.3 29.80 19.23 247.7

10 881.7 29.95 20.52 243.4

11 1039.3 40.13 25.70 187.6

12 1254.1 56.14 29.86 184.7

The table lists the mean, standard deviation (SD), and the 3D localization

measure for the z0 coordinate of aQD thatwas imagedwith a two-planeMUM

setup. The table also lists the step level, which is calculated by taking the

difference between the average z-position estimates for successive focus

levels. The experimental data was acquired by imaging stationary QD sample

2. Toobtain images of theQDwith different z positions, the objective lenswas

movedwith a piezo-nanopositioner in 200-nmsteps and at each piezo position

several images of the two focal planes were simultaneously captured. The

images of the QD acquired at the two different planes were then analyzed

using MUMLA and the step size of the piezo-nanopositioner was recovered

using the calibration graph (see Results for details).
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tables we see that for each dataset the accuracy (standard de-

viation) of the z-position estimates obtained using MUMLA

comes consistently close to the 3D localization measure of z0
for a wide range of z0 values. This shows that MUMLA

provides the best possible accuracy for determining the z

position of the QD. Note that in some of the datasets the ac-

curacy of the z-position estimates is bigger than the 3D lo-

calization measure, while in other datasets the accuracy of the

z-position estimates is smaller than the 3D localization mea-

sure. This variability is due to the fact that the accuracy was

calculated from a small number (12–15) of z-position esti-

mates, as only a limited number ofMUMimageswere acquired

at each piezo position to minimize the influence of stage drift

on the acquired data. However, if a larger number of images

were collected then we expect the accuracy of the z-position
estimates to more closely follow the 3D localization measure.

The 3D localization measure results given in Tables 1–3

are based on z-position estimates that are obtained from a

single MUM image, i.e., a pair of images that are simulta-

neously acquired at the two focal planes. If we take into ac-

count the full data set for a given piezo position, i.e., all the

MUM images acquired at that piezo position, then the 3D

localization measure calculations predict that the QD can be

localized with significantly higher accuracy. For example, in

Table 2, consider focus level 3 where the mean of the z-po-
sition estimates is z0 ¼ 71.7 nm. For this z0 value, the 3D

localization measure predicts an accuracy of 14.4 nm when

only one MUM image is used to determine the z position. On
the other hand, if all the MUM images are used that are ac-

quired at that focus level, then the 3D localization measure

predicts an accuracy of 3.9 nm in determining the z position.

Depth discrimination capability of MUM

The depth discrimination property of an optical microscope is

an important factor in determining its capability for 3D

imaging and tracking applications. In a conventional micro-

scope, even for a high numerical aperture objective, the im-

age of a point source does not change appreciably if the point

source is moved several hundred nanometers from its focus

position (Fig. 1 b, bottom row). This makes it extraordinarily

difficult to determine the axial, i.e., z position, of the point

source with a conventional microscope. To quantify the in-

fluence of depth discrimination on the z-localization accuracy
of a point source, we calculate the 3D localization measure of

z0 for a conventional microscope for practical imaging con-

ditions (see Theory for details). The 3D localization measure

provides a quantitative measure of how accurately the loca-

tion of the point source can be determined. A small numerical

value of the 3D localization measure implies very high ac-

curacy in determining the location, while a large numerical

value of the 3D localization measure implies very poor ac-

curacy in determining the location. Fig. 1 c shows the 3D

localization measure of z0 for a point source that is imaged in

a conventional microscope. From the figure, we see that

when the point source is close to the plane of focus, e.g., z0#
250 nm, the 3D localization measure predicts very poor ac-

curacy in estimating the z position. For example, for z0¼ 250

nm, the 3D localization measure predicts an accuracy of

31.79 nm and for z0 ¼ 5 nm, the 3D localization measure

predicts an accuracy of .150 nm, when 2000 photons are

collected from the point source. Thus, in a conventional

microscope, it is problematic to carry out 3D tracking when

the point source is close to the plane of focus.

In MUM, images of the point source are simultaneously

acquired at different focus levels. These images give addi-

tional information that canbe used to constrain the zposition of
the point source (see Fig. 1 b). This constraining information

largely overcomes the depth discrimination problem near the

focus. As shown in Fig. 1 c, we see that for a two-planeMUM

setup (focal plane spacing ¼ 500 nm), the 3D localization

measure predicts consistently better accuracy in determining

the z position of the point source when compared to a con-

ventional microscope. For example, for z0 values in the range
of 0–250 nm, the 3D localization measure of z0 predicts an
accuracy of 20–25 nm in determining the z positionwhen 1000
photons are collected from the point source at each focal plane.

Note that for the MUM setup, the predicted z-position ac-

curacy is relatively constant for a range of z0 values (e.g., z0¼
0–1000 nm), which is in contrast to a conventional microscope

where the predicted z-position accuracy varies over a wide

rangeof values. This implies that the z locationof a point source
can bedeterminedwith relatively the same level of accuracy for

a range of z0 values, which is favorable for 3D tracking ap-

plications. In particular, the finite value of the 3D localization

measure for z0 values close to zero implies that the z position of
the point source can be accurately determined in aMUM setup

when the point source is near the plane of focus.

Consistent with earlier results in localization studies

(34,35,44,47), our analysis shows that the accuracy with

which the z position of a point source can be determined

depends on the number of photons that are collected per

exposure (see Fig. 1 c and Fig. 3). In the above example, for

the two-plane MUM setup, if we detected 2000 photons from

the point source in each plane, then our result predicts an

accuracy of 14–18 nm for z0 values in the range of 0–600 nm.

Our 3D localization measure calculations explicitly take

into account the shot noise characteristics of the signal from

the point source. Specifically, the detected photon counts

from the point source in the acquired data are modeled as

independent Poisson random variables. Additionally, we take

into account the presence of additive noise sources and the

effects of pixelation in the data. We consider two additive

noise sources, i.e., additive Poisson and additive Gaussian

noise sources. The Poisson noise component is used to model

the effects of background photons that arise, for example, due

to autofluorescence of the cell-sample/imaging-buffer and

scattered photons. The Gaussian noise component is used to

model the measurement noise that arises, for example, during

the readout process in the imaging detector.
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Fig. 3 shows the behavior of the 3D localization measure

of z0 for various signal and noise levels. In particular, we have
considered two different readout noise levels (6 e� per pixel

and 15 e� per pixel root-mean squared) and several different

signal and background levels. From the figure, we see that the

3D localization measure of z0 predicts consistently worse

accuracy for the higher readout noise level. Note that the

difference in the predicted accuracy between the two readout

noise levels begins to decrease as the number of signal

photons increases.

Previously our group (34) and others (35,55) have shown

the dependence of the detector pixel size on the accuracy with

which the 2D location of a point object can be determined.

Here we have extended this analysis to the 3D localization

problem. Specifically, we calculated the 3D localization

measure of z0 for a MUM setup for different pixel sizes and

this is shown in Fig. 4. Here, we set the background com-

ponent to be zero, and the number of detected photons and the

readout noise to be the same for all pixel sizes. From the

figure, we see that as the pixel size increases the 3D locali-

zation measure of z0 first decreases, but then increases. At

small pixel sizes, the image profile of the point source will be

spatially well sampled. However, due to the small size of the

pixel, only a few photons will be collected at each pixel from

the point source. As a result, the readout noise component

becomes significant in each pixel, thereby resulting in poorer

accuracy. As the pixel size increases, more photons will be

collected in each pixel from the point source and thus the

accuracy becomes better. For very large pixel sizes, a suffi-

cient number of photons will be collected in each pixel but the

profile will be poorly sampled spatially. This results in in-

adequate spatial information and thus the accuracy becomes

worse. An analogous behavior was also observed for the 2D

localization problem as reported in the literature (34,35,55).

3D QD tracking in live cells

Immunoglobulin G (IgG) molecules represent an essential

component of the humoral immune system. IgG molecules

mediate the neutralization and/or clearance of pathogenic

components in the body. The recent past has witnessed the

rapidly expanding use of IgG molecules as therapeutic and

diagnostic agents (56). The study of the intracellular traf-

ficking pathways of IgGs is therefore not only of importance

for the understanding of fundamental aspects of the immune

system, but also to investigate the mechanisms of IgG-based

therapeutics/diagnostics. Using MUM, we have imaged for

the first time the 3D trafficking pathway of single QD-labeled

IgG molecules from the plasma membrane to the interaction

with sorting endosomes at a depth of 1 mm within the cell,

which is not possible with current imaging technologies. In

particular, the 1-mm imaging depth is well beyond the reach

of the TIRF microscopy that is typically used for detailed

studies of endocytic events near the plasma membrane. Hu-

man endothelial cells were transiently transfected with fusion

protein constructs encoding FcRn (FcRn-pHluorin and

FcRn-mRFP, see Methods for details). FcRn is a specific

receptor for IgG that is expressed in many cell types (43).

FcRn is predominantly localized in endosomal compartments

inside the cell and is also present on the cell surface (5,53).

Here, we use fluorescently tagged FcRn to label the cellular

FIGURE 4 Effect of detector pixel size on the 3D localization measure.

The figure shows the variation of the 3D localization measure of z0 as a

function of the detector pixel size for a two-plane MUM setup for z-position

values of 250 nm ()) and 150 nm (*). We assume the pixel size and the

readout noise statistics to be the same for both focal plane images. In all the

plots, the background component is set to zero; the standard deviation of

the readout noise is set to 6 e�/pixel; the exposure time is set to 0.2 s; the

photon detection rate is set to 5000 photons/s per plane; and the pixel array is

set to 500 3 500 mm. The pixel sizes were chosen such that the pixel array

consists of an odd number of rows and columns. All other numerical values

are identical to those used in Fig. 1 c.

FIGURE 3 Effect of signal and noise statistics on the 3D localization

measure. The figure shows the variation of the 3D localization measure of z0
for a two-plane MUM setup as a function of the expected number of detected

photons per plane for readout noise levels of 6 e�/pixel (�) and 15 e�/pixel
()). In all the plots, the photon detection rate is set to 5000 photons/s per

plane, the background rate is set to 200 photons/pixel/s per plane, and the

x-axis range corresponds to an exposure time range of t ¼ 0.1–2 s. All other

numerical values are identical to those used in Fig. 1 c.
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structures as well as to facilitate receptor-mediated endocy-

tosis of QD-IgGs in cells. The dynamics of FcRn and IgG

were simultaneously imaged at the membrane plane (via

TIRF illumination) as well as at a focal plane in the cell in-

terior (via epifluorescence illumination) at which the sorting

endosomes were in focus (500 nm from the cell membrane).

Fig. 5 a shows a montage of FcRn and IgG channels that

were simultaneously acquired at two focal planes in the cell.

In the top plane images of the FcRn channel, a ring-shaped

structure can be observed, which is a sorting endosome (see

(53) for details regarding the identification of a sorting en-

dosome). In this dataset, the ring-shaped structure is also

observed in the IgG channel due to the presence of QD-IgGs

in the sorting endosome. Fig. 5 c shows a track of a QD-IgG

molecule that was obtained by analyzing theMUMdata using

MUMLA. This track exhibits highly complex dynamics on

the endocytic pathway. The QD-IgG molecule is initially

observed on the plasma membrane and is randomly diffusing

(D¼ 0.001–0.005 mm2/s, in agreement with previous studies

on membrane receptor dynamics (24,57–59)). During this

phase, the QD can be seen only in the membrane plane image

(Fig. 5 a, t¼ 1.79 s) and the mean value of its z location is 160
nm. Before internalization, the molecule becomes stationary

for 0.7 s. The endocytosis phase is characterized by an abrupt

change in the z location of themolecule, where it moves inside

the cell by 360 nm from the plasma membrane (also see Fig.

FIGURE 5 Complex 3D trafficking itinerary of a QD-

IgG molecule undergoing endocytosis. (a) Montages for

FcRn and IgG channels along with the overlay displaying

areas of interest of a transfected HMEC-1 cell with the time

(in seconds) at which each image was acquired. Each row in

the montage corresponds to a pair of images that was

simultaneously acquired at the plasma membrane plane and

at a plane that is 500 nm above the plasma membrane plane.

In the overlay montage, FcRn is shown in green and IgG is

shown in red. The QD-IgG molecule that is tracked is

indicated by a white arrow. In some of the frames (e.g., see

t ¼ 28.05 s in the IgG channel), the image of the QD label

visually appears as a very dim spot, but is detectable by

MUMLA. The images in the IgG channels were acquired at

a frame rate of 12 frames/s. The images shown are

individual frames taken from Movie S1. Bar ¼ 1 mm. (b)
Snapshot of the raw MUM data with the FcRn and IgG

channels overlaid. The white box indicates the region in the

cell that is shown in the montages. The red haze seen in the

membrane and top planes is due to the presence of QD-IgG

molecules in the imaging medium. Bar ¼ 5 mm. (c) 3D

trajectory of the QD-IgG molecule. The trajectory is color-

coded to indicate time. The color change from red to green

to blue indicates increasing time. The QD-IgG positions

indicated by arrows correspond to the images shown in

panel a. The molecule is initially seen to be randomly

diffusing on the plasma membrane. The endocytosis of the

molecule is characterized by an abrupt change in its z lo-

cation where the molecule moves inside the cell to a depth

of 300 nm from the plasma membrane. After internaliza-

tion, the molecule moves in a highly directed manner and

takes an elaborate route to traffic deep inside the cell (800

nm from the plasma membrane) until it reaches a sorting

endosome. The molecule briefly interacts with the sorting

endosome, loops around it and then, after several repeated

contacts, merges with the sorting endosome. See also Fig. S3

in Data S1 for a plot of the z0 coordinate as a function of

time.
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S3 in theDataS1).During this phase, theQDcanbe seen in both

the top plane and the membrane plane (Fig. 5 a, t ¼ 28.05 s).

Themolecule briefly stays at the same depth, then comes very

close to the plasma membrane and starts to move in a highly

directed manner (Fig. 5 a, t ¼ 31.03 s). It then moves a dis-

tance of 17.1 mm laterally across and inside the cell to reach a

depth of 800 nm from the plasma membrane to come in close

proximity to a sorting endosome. During this phase, the mole-

culemoves with an average 3D speed of 2.5mm/s, suggesting

that the movement is directed on microtubules and molecular

motors (60). It then briefly interacts with the sorting endo-

some during which the QD is seen only in the top plane (Fig.

5 a, t¼ 36.47 s). The QD-IgGmolecule then loops around the

sorting endosome with an average 3D speed of 2.1 mm/s and

covers a distance of 8.7mm.Here, themoleculemoves toward

the plasma membrane to a depth of 365 nm and then moves

back inside the cell to a depth of 695 nm from the plasma mem-

brane to interactwith the sorting endosomeagain.Themolecule

makes several repeated contacts with the sorting endosome

before merging with its membrane. During this phase, the QD

is again seen only in the top plane (Fig. 5 a, t ¼ 56.19 s).

Not all pathways are as complex as that seen in Fig. 5. Fig. 6

shows the 3D trajectory of a QD-IgG molecule, which, after

internalization, moves directly to a sorting endosome. Anal-

ogous to the dynamics seen in Fig. 5, the QD-IgGmolecule is

initially observed on the plasma membrane where it exhibits

diffusive behavior (D ¼ 0.002–0.006 mm2/s). During this

phase, the QD is seen only on the membrane plane (Fig. 6 a,
t ¼ 0.68 s) and the mean value of its z location is 169 nm. It

diffuses on the plasma membrane plane for a significant pe-

riod of time (t ¼ 0–29.67 s). Before internalization, the mol-

ecule becomes stationary for 0.5 s and then moves inside the

cell in a highly directed manner toward a sorting endosome.

During this phase, the QD travels a distance of 2.72 mm and

reaches a depth of 610 nm from the plasma membrane. When

the QD is close to the sorting endosome, it can be seen only in

the topplane (Fig. 6a, t¼ 31.79 s) (also seeFig. S4 inData S1).

It should be pointed out that in both figures, we observed

blinking of the QD throughout its trajectory, confirming that

individual QDs were tracked. The blinking behavior did not

interfere with the tracking of QDs, since when blinking oc-

curred the QDswere sufficiently isolated and hence they were

unambiguously identified when they appeared again in the

image. In the live-cell data shownhere,we collected an average

of 1000 photons per plane from the QD and we were able to

localize the QD-IgG molecule with an accuracy ranging from

20 to 30 nm (6–12 nm) along the z-(x-,y-)direction.

DISCUSSION

The studyof 3D intracellular trafficking pathways is important

for understanding protein dynamics in cells. Conventional

microscopy-based imaging techniques are not well suited for

studying 3D intracellular dynamics, since only one focal plane

can be imaged at any given point in time. As a result, when the

cell-sample is being imaged in one focal plane, important

events occurring in other planes can be missed. To overcome

these shortcomings, we had developed MUM to simulta-

neously image multiple focal planes in a sample (41). This

enables us to track subcellular objects in three dimensions in a

live cell environment. Using MUM, we had studied the

transport itineraries of IgGmolecules in the exocytic pathway

in live cells (42). These results provided qualitative data, i.e.,

simultaneous images of IgG transport at different focal planes

in a cell. In the currentwork, we present amethodology for the

quantitative 3D tracking of nanoparticle/QD-tagged proteins

in live cells. Specifically, we have developed a 3D localization

algorithmMUMLA to determine the position of a point object

in three dimensions from MUM images.

We tested MUMLA on simulated as well as experimental

data. Of importance is the verification that the estimates ob-

tained with MUMLA are indeed the correct ones (i.e., un-

biased). We have shown that MUMLA correctly recovers the

z-position estimates (simulated data) and correctly infers the

step sizes (experimental data) for a wide spatial range (;2.5

mm). A fundamental question that arises when developing

estimation algorithms is what is the best possible accuracy

with which the unknown parameters of interest can be de-

termined, and importantly whether the proposed algorithm

attains this accuracy. Here, to address these issues, we have

carried out a statistical analysis based on the Fisher infor-

mation matrix, which provides a quantitative measure of the

total information contained in the acquired data about the

parameters that we wish to estimate. We have derived

mathematical expressions to calculate the Fisher information

matrix for the three position parameters of a point object for a

MUM imaging configuration (and also for a conventional

microscope configuration). Further, using these formulae we

calculate the 3D localization measure of z0, which provides a
limit to the localization accuracy of the z coordinate.
We have shown that the standard deviation (accuracy) of

the z estimates obtained using MUMLA comes consistently

close to the 3D localization measure of z0 for a wide range of
z values. It is important to note that the Fisher information

matrix-based formula is independent of how the location

coordinates are estimated and only depends on the statistical

description of the acquired data. Thus, the 3D localization

measure provides a benchmark against which different al-

gorithms can be compared. Typically, in parameter estima-

tion problems, only one or a few algorithms attains this

benchmark. In this case, the close agreement between the

accuracy of MUMLA and the 3D localization measure shows

that indeed MUMLA is the best algorithm for determining

the z position of the point object for a given dataset.

MUMLA does not have any intrinsic limitations on the

spatial range over which it is applicable. For the specific

experimental configuration used here, MUMLA was able to

recover the z position up to a depth of 2.5 mm. Should the

dynamics of interest span a greater depth, the methodology

presented here can be extended in a straightforward fashion,
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for example, by simultaneously imaging more than two focal

planes and then deducing the z position from the resulting

dataset. In contrast, other 3D localization approaches such as

the use of cylindrical lenses (19,20) and the use of out-of-

focus rings (16,17) (see below for additional details) have

intrinsic limitations on the spatial range over which they are

applicable. For instance, in Holtzer et al. (20) it was reported

that the cylindrical-lens-based approach is limited to tracking

point objects up to a depth of #1 mm.

To demonstrate the applicability of MUMLA to real-world

biological problems, we tracked single QD-IgG molecules in

three dimensions along the endocytic pathway in live cells.

We imaged the trafficking itinerary of single QD-IgG mole-

cules starting from the plasma membrane and going all the

way toa sortingendosomedeep inside the cell. It shouldbepointed

out that the intracellular trafficking pathways are poorly un-

derstood and this can be partly attributed to the lack of an

appropriate methodology to track subcellular objects and

single molecules in three dimensions inside a cell. The results

of our live-cell imaging data demonstrate that MUMLA can

be applied to address such important cell biological problems.

An important requirement for 3D single particle tracking is

that the particle should be continuously imaged when it un-

dergoes complex 3D dynamics. Conventional microscopy-

based imaging approaches can only image one focal plane at

any given point in time. In this case, 3D localization of single

particles can be carried out using z-stack images, which are

obtained by sequentially moving the objective lens in discrete

steps with a focusing device and acquiring the image of the

different focal planes. However, due to the relatively slow

FIGURE 6 Endocytosed QD-IgG molecule moves di-

rectly to the sorting endosome. (a) Montages for FcRn and

IgG channels along with the overlay displaying areas of

interest of a transfected HMEC-1 cell with the time (in

seconds) at which each image was acquired. Each row in

the montage corresponds to a pair of images that was si-

multaneously acquired at the plasma membrane plane and

at a plane that is 500 nm above the plasma membrane plane.

In the overlay montage, FcRn is shown in green and IgG is

shown in red. The QD-IgG molecule that is tracked is

indicated by a white arrow. The images in the QD channels

were acquired at a frame rate of 12 frames/s. The images

shown are individual frames taken from Movie S2. Bar ¼
1 mm. (b) Snapshot of the raw MUM data with the FcRn

and IgG channels overlaid. The white box indicates the

region in the cell that is shown in the montages. The red

haze seen in the membrane and top planes is due to the

presence of QD-IgG molecules in the imaging medium.

Bar¼ 5 mm. (c) 3D trajectory of the QD-IgGmolecule. The

trajectory is color-coded to indicate time. The color change

from red to green to blue indicates increasing time. The

QD-IgG positions indicated by arrows correspond to the

images shown in panel a. The QD-IgG molecule is initially

observed to be diffusing on the plasma membrane for a

significant period of time (t ¼ 0–29.67 s). Before internal-

ization, the molecule becomes stationary and then moves

inside the cell in a highly directed manner toward a sorting

endosome. See also Fig. S4 in Data S1 for a plot of the z0
coordinate as a function of time.
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speed of focusing devices when compared to many of the

intracellular dynamics, 3D localization approaches that infer

the z position from z-stack images (11,13,22) are limited in

terms of the acquisition speed and in the type of events that

they can track. The MUM imaging approach, on the other

hand, simultaneously images multiple focal planes within the

sample. This eliminates the need to move the objective to

observe the dynamic events occurring inside the cell in three

dimensions. In this way, MUM enables the imaging of

complex 3D intracellular dynamics at high temporal preci-

sion. This in conjunction with MUMLA provides the full 3D

trajectories of events occurring inside a cell.

Another important aspect of 3D single particle tracking is

whether the 3D location of a particle can be determined when

it is at a certain depth and how accurately this can be done.

One of the major limitations of conventional microscopes in

the context of 3D localization is their poor depth discrimi-

nation capability. That is, it is extraordinarily difficult to

determine the z position of the point object when it is close to
the plane of focus. Here, we have shown that the 3D locali-

zation measure of z0 for a conventional microscope config-

uration becomes worse when the point object is close to the

plane of focus thereby predicting poor accuracy in deter-

mining the z position. Thus, 3D tracking of single particles

near the focus can be problematic with conventional mi-

croscopy-based imaging techniques (18). On the other hand,

for a MUM imaging configuration, the 3D localization

measure of z0 predicts consistently better accuracy in deter-

mining the z position of the point source when it is close to the
plane of focus. Thus, by using the MUM imaging configu-

ration, the depth discrimination problem can be overcome. In

this work, this has enabled us to track QDs with relatively

high accuracy when they are close to the plane of focus.

Consistent with previous reports on the 2D localization

problem (34,35,55), our statistical analysis shows the 3D

localization measure of z0 depends on the number of detected

photons. We have shown that as the number of detected

photons increases, the predicted accuracy in the z position

improves. We have also analyzed the effect of pixel size on

the 3D localization measure of z0 for a MUM imaging con-

figuration under typical experimental conditions. These re-

sults can be employed in several ways in the context of 3D

single particle tracking. For example, for a concrete experi-

mental configuration we can evaluate the 3D localization

measure of z0 for various z-position values. In this way, we

can determine the feasibility of carrying out a particular ex-

periment for a given imaging configuration. Further, by

calculating the 3D localization measure for different combi-

nations of signal, background, readout noise levels and pixel

sizes we can determine a priori the most optimal imaging

configuration for achieving high z-localization accuracy.

To use MUMLA on experimental data, it is necessary to

know the distance between the two focal planes in the object

space, which needs to be experimentally determined. An

error in the determination of the focal plane distance could

result in biased z-position estimates. In the extreme case, an

incorrect focal plane spacing would result in poor fits of the

model profiles to the experimental data. Similarly, MUMLA

also requires the lateral magnifications of the two focal planes

to be known, which may need to be experimentally deter-

mined. An error in the calculation of the magnification values

could also lead to biased z estimates. In all of our experi-

ments, one of the focal planes coincided with the focal plane

of the objective lens. Hence, the lateral magnification for this

planewas set to themagnification of the objective lens and this

left us with the determination of only one magnification value.

It should be pointed out thatMUMLA is independent of the

specific experimental configuration that is used to simulta-

neously acquire the different focal plane images. In our ex-

perimental setup, we imaged the QD-IgG dynamics by

capturing the QD signal at two focal planes in the cell sample

on two cameras and at the same time, we also imaged the

receptor (FcRn) dynamics by capturing the FcRn signal at the

same focal planes on two other cameras. However, other

MUM imaging configurations are also possible. For instance,

instead of projecting the two focal plane images on two

cameras, it can also be projected onto the chip of a single

camera, as reported in Toprak et al. (17).

An important characteristic ofMUMLA is the way in which

it uses the MUM imaging data to determine the z position.
Given two focal plane images of a point object, a question

arises as to what is the best way in which the data can be used

to extract the 3D position. Our statistical analysis shows that

the use of both focal plane images provides consistently better

accuracy in determining the z position when compared to

using only one focal plane image, especially when the point

object is near the focus. MUMLA infers the z position of a

point object from two focal plane images. In particular, the use

of two focal plane images instead one provides additional data

concerning the z location of the point source. In our im-

plementation of MUMLA, we carry out a global estimation

using both focal images, where the additional data provides

constraining information regarding the z position. This results
in the observed superior performance ofMUMLA, especially

for z-position estimation when the point object is close to the

focus. The localization algorithm used in Toprak et al. (17)

was originally proposed by Speidel et al. (16), and makes use

of only one focal plane image, in particular the out-of-focus

image of the point object, to deduce the z position. Therefore,
this algorithm does not make use of the constraining infor-

mation that is available in the second focal plane image.

The localization algorithm of Speidel et al. imposes a

stringent requirement of the presence of out-of-focus rings in

the acquired image, which is satisfied only when the point

object is at certain depths. As a result, the algorithm is limited

to tracking point objects only at these depths. Even within

this specific depth range, the algorithm poses several limi-

tations. For instance, a large number of photons need to be

collected to detect the out-of-focus rings in the image and this

is often not possible due to several practical limitations.
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Moreover, it was reported in Toprak et al. (17) that this al-

gorithm cannot track QD. On the other hand, MUMLA does

not impose any constraints such as the presence of out-of-

focus rings, which makes it applicable to a wide range of

depths. In particular, our algorithm is not only effective in

accurately determining the z position when the point source is
close to or at the plane of focus but also for large defocus

values. Further, as shown here, MUMLA can be used to track

QDs at very high spatial and temporal precision.

In this study, the use of QD label was motivated by its

generally favorable photophysical properties such as bright-

ness and photostability. In particular, these properties enabled

us to track important biological events in three dimensions for

extended periods of time, allowing us to collect a sufficient

number of photons per frame and image at relatively fast

frame rates (12 frames/s). We believe that this would have

otherwise not been possible with organic dyes and fluorescent

proteins. A common concern that ariseswithQD labels is their

size, which is relatively large when compared to conventional

fluorophores. This could affect binding properties or the bi-

ological activity of the molecule that is tagged with the QD

(‘‘tail wagging the dog’’ problem (61)). Further, because of

theQD size, it is important to keep inmind that it is the position

of the label that is being determined rather than the position of

the molecule that is tagged. Unfortunately, these issues typi-

cally show up not onlywhen usingQD labels, but also in other

single particle experiments that use gold or fluorescent beads.

MUMLA is not limited to QD tracking. For example, the

3D trackingof vesicles and viruses poses very similar problems

that can be addressed with the same approach that we have

described. For the tracking of larger objects, the fitting of PSF

models is not appropriate but can be replaced by the fitting of a

representation of the object that is to be tracked. Single mole-

cules can also be tracked. However, the rapid photobleaching

of conventional fluorescent dyes and the limited photons that

can be collected per frame would pose problems in terms of

the duration over which single molecules can be tracked, es-

pecially in a cellular environment. Further, these factors also

affect the 3D localization accuracy that can be achieved. In

conclusion, MUM, in combination with MUMLA, permits

high-accuracy, single-particle tracking at high temporal res-

olution to reveal fast and complex intracellular trafficking

events in live cells over significant volumes in 3D space.

APPENDIX

Calculating the Fisher information matrix

Best case imaging scenario

In this section, we present results for the calculation of the Fisher information

matrix for the best case imaging scenario. We first consider the conventional

microscope for which the Fisher information matrix is given by Eq. 2. To

compute Eq. 2, we require explicit analytical expressions for the image

function and its partial derivatives. The image of a self-luminous point source

that is located at (0, 0, z0) in the object space and imaged by a fluorescence

microscope is given by (62)

Iz0ðx; yÞ ¼
���CZ 1

0
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2pna
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� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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2 1 y
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q �
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���2;
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where (x; yÞ 2 R2 denotes an arbitrary point on the detector plane; C is a

constant with complex amplitude; l denotes the wavelength of the detected

photons; na denotes the numerical aperture of the objective lens; J0 denotes
the 0th-order Bessel function of the first kind; andWz0 ðrÞ; r 2 [0, 1], denotes

the phase aberration term. We note that Eq. 8 provides a general expression

for several 3D PSFmodels (62), which describes the image of a point-source/

single-molecule and is based on scalar diffraction theory. Rewriting Eq. 8 in

terms of an image function, we have
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Z 1

0

J0
2pna

l

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x
2 1 y

2

q �
r

� �
sinðWz0ðrÞÞrdr;

ðx; yÞ 2 R
2
; z0 2 R;

Cz0 ¼
Z
R
2
ðU2

z0
ðx; yÞ1V

2

z0
ðx; yÞÞdxdy; z0 2 R: (10)

In the above equation,Uz0 ðVz0 Þ denotes the real (imaginary) part of Iz0 given
in Eq. 8. The term Cz0 is the normalization constant, and the 1=Cz0 scaling in

Eq. 9 ensures that

1

M2

Z
R
2
qz0

x

M
� x0;

y

M
� y0

� �
dxdy ¼ 1; ðx0; y0; z0Þ 2 Q;

where M denotes the lateral magnification of the objective lens. Although,

not shown explicitly, it can be verified that qz0 and the partial derivative of qz0
with respect to z0 are laterally symmetric along the x and y axes with respect
to (0, 0), for z0 2 R:

To calculate the 3D PSF, we require an explicit analytical expression for

the phase aberration term Wz0 and here, we set Wz0 to be

Wz0ðrÞ ¼
pðnaÞ2z0
noill

r
2
; r 2 ½0; 1�; z0 2 R; (11)

where na denotes the numerical aperture of the objective lens, noil denotes the

refractive index of the immersion oil, and z0 denotes the axial coordinate of

the single molecule in the object space.

To calculate Eq. 2 we also require the partial derivatives of qz0 with

respect to x, y, and z0, and these are given as

@qz0ðx; yÞ
@z

¼ 2

Cz0

Uz0ðx; yÞ
@Uz0ðx; yÞ

@z
1Vz0ðx; yÞ

@Vz0ðx; yÞ
@z

� �
;

ðx; yÞ 2 R
2
; z0 2 R; z 2 fx; yg;

@qz0ðx; yÞ
@z0

¼ �U2

z0
ðx; yÞ1V2

z0
ðx; yÞ

C2

z0

@Cz0

@z0

1
2

Cz0

Uz0ðx; yÞ
@Uz0ðx; yÞ

@z0
1Vz0ðx; yÞ

@Vz0ðx; yÞ
@z0

� �
;

ðx; yÞ 2 R
2
; z0 2 R;

where for z 2 fx, yg,
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For the MUM setup, the expression for the Fisher information matrix is

analogous to that of the conventional microscope and therefore the above

expressions for qz0 and their partial derivatives can be used for the calculation

of the Fisher information matrix.

Effects of pixelation and extraneous noise sources

We next consider the calculation of the Fisher information matrix that takes

into account deteriorating experimental factors. Here, we first consider the

multifocal plane microscope setup for which the expression for the Fisher

information matrix is given by Eq. 5. For calculating Eq. 5, we require

analytical expressions for m1
u and m2

u; which are given by Eqs. 6 and 7. We

also require analytical expressions for the partial derivative of m
j
u; j ¼ 1, 2,

with respect to the components of u, and these are given as

where u 2 Q, k ¼ 1,. . ., N1; a ¼ 2pna/l; r1 ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðx �M1x01Þ21ðy�M1y01Þ2

q
; Wz0 ðrÞ ¼ pn2ar

2z0=lnoil; r 2 [0, 1]; and

@Wz0 ðrÞ=@z0 ¼ pn2ar
2=lnoil; r 2 [0, 1]. The expression for the partial derivative

ofm2
u is analogous to that of m

1
u; except that in the above equationsM1 is replaced

by M2, x01 and y01 are replaced by x02 and y02, respectively, r1 is replaced by r2,

where r2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðx �M2x02Þ21ðy�M2y02Þ2

q
; z0 is replaced by z0 – dzf, andN1 is

replaced by N2. For a conventional microscope, the analytical expression for mu is

analogous to Eq. 6 and the expressions for the partial derivative ofmu, with respect

to the components of u being analogous to the above equations.

To calculate the 3D localization measure, we need to evaluate the above

expressions for which we require numerical values of M1, M2, x01, y01, x02,

y02, z0, a, A, and the background parameters. The calculations for the
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simulated data are straightforward since the numerical values for all these

parameters are known. For experimental data, the magnifications M1

and M2, and the background parameters are determined as described in

Methods.

The numerical values of the 3D localization measure for the fixed cell

imaging data reported in Tables 2 and 3 were determined by using the mean

value of the estimates of x01, y01, x02, y02, z0, a, and A for a given focus level.

In the case of live-cell imaging data, the range of the 3D localization measure

values was calculated by using estimates of x01, y01, x02, y02, z0, a, and A

determined from the QD images in the live cell data.
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